
AVEVA, Aramco to 
partner to realize 
sustainability goals 
RIYADH: Aramco, one of the world’s largest integrated
energy and chemicals companies, and AVEVA, a global
leader in industrial software, driving digital transforma-
tion and sustainability, have announced their intention to
form a strategic alliance. Focused on driving sustainabili-
ty in the region through digital transformation, the part-
nership will help enable AVEVA to establish their largest
digital hub, with an R&D capability, in the Middle East,
headquartered in Saudi Arabia. This partnership will
represent a significant investment for AVEVA which is
also looking to create up to 300 high skill new jobs in
the Kingdom by 2030.

This transformative and groundbreaking partnership is
designed to foster a working relationship between the two
companies in the deployment of various digital technolo-
gies including Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine
Learning (ML), and Data Management.  AVEVA and
Aramco aim to work together to unlock the benefits of
these technologies in line with the Kingdom’s move
towards industrial sustainability. One of the key focus
areas of the partnership would be to utilize digital tech-
nologies to support the development and implementation
of blue hydrogen and decarbonization facilities in Saudi
Arabia in line with the Kingdom’s energy transition strate-
gy.  Another area in which the companies intend to work
together is in the implementation of cutting-edge predic-
tive analytics technology across Aramco’s operating facili-
ties.  This would be one of the largest deployments of such
technology in the region and the main goal is to further
improve the reliability, performance, and safety of
Aramco’s operation.

A key offering for customers in the region through
this new hub is intended to be AVEVA’s trademark
Digital Twin technology which combines asset design
and predictive analytics in order to create a fully inte-
grated, real-time data visualization center that reveals
functional insights, unlocks efficiencies, and identifies

new pathways to optimize performance. The new hub,
through its R&D capability, would contribute to enrich-
ing Saudi Arabia’s knowledge economy incorporating
world-class research at prominent universities across
the Kingdom. Commenting on the initiative, Ahmad Al-
Sa’adi, Senior Vice President of Technical Services,
Aramco, said “One of the key pillars for realizing the
Kingdom’s Vision 2030 is Digital Transformation. Digital
technologies have the potential to accelerate the trans-
formation of the industrial sector and drive it towards
more efficient and sustainable operations. Establishing
partnerships with leaders in industrial digital software,
such as AVEVA, is one of the main elements in our digi-
tal transformation strategy and we believe will help us
realize our mission of leveraging digital solutions to
deliver tomorrow’s energy more sustainably, efficiently,
and safely. The regional hub that would be established
by AVEVA would contribute to Aramco’s ‘In Kingdom
Total Value Add’ (IKTVA) program goals and will facili-
tate Saudi Arabia’s path to realizing the benefits of a
digital economy.”

AVEVA’s CEO Peter Herweck also commented, “AVE-
VA is proud to be working with Aramco towards an
agreement to facilitate its digital transformation journey.
Through this partnership the vision of our companies is to
play a fundamental role in industrial sector decarboniza-
tion within Saudi Arabia and the delivery of its sustainable
goals, bringing capabilities to optimize every aspect of the
value chain with sophisticated imaging, data analytics and
deep-learning technologies that this initiative would bring.
Through this initiative AVEVA aims to contribute to cre-
ating job opportunities in the Kingdom and throughout
the Middle East region.” 
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Private equity giant Blackstone had hoped to expand its
presence in the country through acquisition of Soho
China, which holds prime real estate in cities like
Beijing.— AFP

KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House continues its efforts
to provide banking awareness to customers and the
public within its banking awareness campaign “Let’s be
aware” which was launched under the supervision of
the Central Bank of Kuwait in cooperation with Kuwait
Banking Union. 

The Executive Manager - Branches at KFH, Amina
Al-Hamli said that KFH continuously alerts customers
and the public on the risks of “loan encashment”
through awareness messages on social media, webpage,
and various communication means. The bank highlights
the risks of this phenomenon and the need to encounter
and report such suspicious transactions. These suspi-

cious transactions contain high risks i.e., submission of
forged documents by the customer and customer sign-
ing documents in favor of the mediator which may ren-
der him liable for imprisonment. 

Al-Hamli added in a press release that “loan encash-
ment” is considered as one of the most dangerous, sus-
picious, and legally incriminated transactions. The cus-
tomer resorts to this finance method to escape from his
debts without knowing the implications and violations
which may result from these transactions. Although this
transaction may seem to be a method to settle their out-
standing debts and gain more finance, yet this transac-
tion may expose the customer to new debts exceeding
his maximum financial limits. 

Al-Hamli said that “loan encashment” transactions are
executed through mediators who provide the customer
with short term cash amounts against high profit so that
the customer would settle his liabilities to the bank and
then attempt to get a new loan from the bank. In this
case the customer will be required to settle his obliga-
tions to the mediators and the instalments of the new
loan at the same time, thus exposing himself to multiple
interconnected liabilities and obligation beyond his
capacity and expose himself to continuous financial
pressures. In this case the customer will continue to take

new loans to settle his
outstanding matured lia-
bilities. This conduct is
considered as very injuri-
ous to customers and to
national economy. These
transactions are executed
outside the official bank-
ing system frame and vio-
late the regulatory rules
and instructions. These
transactions are executed
through individuals and

companies aiming to achieve fast and remarkable profit
by taking advantage of the customer’s needs and difficult
financial situations based on unfair terms and conditions. 

Al-Hamli indicated that the “Loan Encashment”
idea is based on some fraudulent groups attempting to
circumvent the law by announcing their wish to help
people to obtain new finance from the banks and settle
their current liabilities. These groups use twisted
methods that would render the debtor bearing more
interest by signing promissory notes exceeding the
amount settled to the bank and obtaining double inter-
est from the debtor. 

Al-Hamli said that these twisted illegal finance meth-
ods place the debtor in a very high risk according to the
law. Credit and finance transactions are governed by
certain regulatory rules, regulations, and instructions
that would enable the customer to benefit from the
facilities and advantages provided by these transactions
without exposing the customer to the risks of default or
shouldering unbearable financial liabilities. 

Al-Hamli emphasized that the Central Bank of
Kuwait has taken into consideration, in its instructions
to banks, the customers rights and transparency
requirements. CBK instructions demand that the financ-
ing party shall provide advice to customers, examine the
nature of their monthly obligations and liabilities, advise
them on their needs and liabilities and explain the
results of increasing such liabilities in case their financial
conditions change because of changing their work or
retirement. 

The activities of the banking awareness campaign
“Let’s be aware” have started last January to spread
financial knowledge and culture among society mem-
bers, increase awareness of their rights and duties, high-
light banking sector’s role and the method to benefit
from the services provided by banks in the best possi-
ble manner. 

KFH raises awareness on
loan encashment risks 

Banks provide financial advice to customers on their credit needs and obligations 

Within the 
campaign 

‘Let’s Be Aware’
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France pleads 
EU to see 
nuclear as Green
PARIS: French Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire on
Friday firmly defended nuclear power as a suitable
energy to meet Europe’s net-zero emissions climate
goal despite strong feeling in Germany that it is too
dangerous. France derives the vast share of its electric
power from nuclear plants and sees atomic energy as
key to transitioning away from fossil fuels.

But Germany, after the Fukushima nuclear disaster,
has turned its back on nuclear energy and is the conti-
nent’s strongest promoter of natural gas as the right
alternative to coal and other fossil fuels.

“Either we fight climate change with an ideological
approach and we will fail, or we fight climate change
with a scientific approach and then we will succeed.
But this means recognising the added value of nuclear
energy,” said Le Maire at a press conference in
Slovenia. Le Maire was speaking on the sidelines of an
EU finance ministers meeting at Brdo Castle in
Slovenia, which holds the rotating presidency of the
European Union. At issue is the so-called “green tax-

onomy” classification system that will define what con-
stitutes sustainable investment as the EU moves
towards carbon neutrality by 2050.

Due by the end of the year, this classification will
open up access to green finance and give a competi-
tive advantage to recognized sectors. The subject
divides the member states: while France, Poland and
the Czech Republic defend the atom, countries such as
Germany and Austria are fiercely opposed to it, as are
many NGOs which see it as a risky technology.

“I just want to remind the other member states and
European citizens that two expert reports have come
to the same conclusion, namely that nuclear energy is
necessary to fight climate change,” Le Maire said. In
June 2019, a group of experts on sustainable finance
concluded that nuclear energy, which emits virtually
no CO2, could “help mitigate climate change” - but
without concluding on its potential environmental
damage.

Then in a report issued at the end of March, the
European Commission’s scientific service found that
“no analysis provides scientific evidence that nuclear
energy harms human health or the environment more
than other energies” that could be included in the tax-
onomy. “This means that nuclear energy should be
included in the European taxonomy. There is no reason
why nuclear energy should not be included in the
European taxonomy by the end of the year,” Le Maire
insisted. —AFP

AUB launches 
SWIFT ‘Payment 
Controls’ service
KUWAIT: Ahli United Bank (AUB) has successfully
launched SWIFT “Payment Controls” service that
helps in mitigating fraudulent attacks and improving
customer experience. SWIFT Payment Controls pro-
vides safer transfers by detecting and directly pre-
venting high-risk payments. SWIFT Payment Controls
service also enables bank users to real-time monitor,
track, alert and block sent payments with daily power-
ful and but simple to use pre-built reports, which is
positively reflected in improving processing time and
enhancing transparency and reliability.

Global Payments Innovation service (GPI) is a serv-
ice from Swift that improves customer experience in
cross-border payments by increasing the speed, trans-
parency, and end-to-end tracking of cross-border
payments. On this occasion, Kiran Jaffery, AGM of
Central Operations at AUB, said that SWIFT Payment
Controls is a real-time solution that screens payment
messages safely from within SWIFT’s secure network
to detect, prevent and validate the Bank’s payment
messaging activity, and provides an additional control
to existing fraud prevention solutions.

Jaffery added “SWIFT GPI service enables the
tracking or location of a payment at any point in real
time provides a unique end to end transaction refer-
ence which can be used to check the location of a pay-
ment and obtain confirmation of credit to the benefici-
ary account. There is no doubt that the shift towards
real-time payments is an added value that helps

change the form of payment systems and reduces the
time needed to complete payments in a framework of
transparency and rapidity. We are pleased to work
with SWIFT, which will constitute more added value
to our customers”.

For his part, Abdullah Jaragh, GM of Information
Technology at AUB said:  this new service is an addi-
tion to AUB’s successive efforts to enhance data secu-
rity and security strategy in its tireless follow-up to
confront fraudulent operations. The success in imple-
menting the best information security initiatives and
the best fraud management is recognized due to the
bank’s advanced programs, professional team and the
Bank’s success in tangibly benefiting from its digital
initiative; supporting the mechanisms required to
implement multi-level responsibility, encrypting and
classifying data according to the value and volume of
transactions. The bank constantly reviews and assess
security risk and updates its policies and procedures
to confront novel online threats, while ensuring to send
periodic alerts to customers and bank staff to check
and follow the latest security recommendations to
protect their computers.

Abdullah JaraghKiran Jaffery

AUB congratulates 
winners of Al-Hassad
weekly draw
KUWAIT: Ahli United Bank (AUB) held the
weekly draw of 08 September 2021 of Al-Hassad
Islamic account Al-Hassad Islamic account , the
first Islamic prizes account in Kuwait which offers
over 750 prizes over a 12 month period and pro-
vides numerous features. Such features include
the simplest and easiest savings program, highest
number of winners, largest prize value, loyalty
multipliers, and unique account opening feature
online with all ease with instant deposit option.

The bank announced 20 winners of KD 1,000
as follows: Tariq Fouad Al-Ali, Waleed
Mohammad Renno, Mohammad Hossein Khosrou
Zadeh, Mohamad Ibrahim Khalil, Al-Haitham
Mahmoud Mohammad, Sultan Asad Sultan, Jaman
Mahdi Al-Azemi, Saritha Monteiro, Samreen
Aashif Shaikh, Musaed Faleh Al-Azmi, Shaikhah
Fawaz Al-Harbi, Alaa Aabalkader, Saoud
Abdulaziz Buabbas, Suhailah Abdulrazzaq
Abdullah, Manal Abdulrahman Al-Rashed, Athari
Mohammad Aldharman, Faisal Dawod Al-Busairi,
Abdallah Ali Hasan, Abdulrahman Nayef Al-Harbi
and Ahlam Ibrahim Al-Jassim.

The draws of Al-Hassad include several cash
prizes, such as KD 100,000 each Eid and the
grand quarterly draw of KD 250,000 prize which
continues to be a key aspiration for customers
who are wishing to fulfill their dreams. Al-Hassad
offers 20 weekly prizes of KD 1,000 for each
winner. Furthermore, for the first time in Kuwait,
the AUB Al-Hassad presents the “Privilege Draw”,
which is a quarterly draw of KD 25,000 exclu-
sively for Al-Hassad customers who maintained
their balances for more than one year and have
not won a prize in the past five years. For all
draws, the clients are eligible for one draw chance
for each KD 50 deposited in their Al-Hassad
account.

In addition to this attractive package of
rewards, Al-Hassad Islamic account incorporates
a Wakala contract for projected annual profits,
making this account unique and attractive to all
society segments that are aspiring to build their
short and long-term savings through a unique
savings account with many advantages. 

Blackstone scraps 
$3bn takeover of 
giant Soho China
BEIJING: A US private equity firm has abandoned a
planned $3 billion purchase of Chinese property devel-
oper Soho China, with antitrust authorities yet to
approve the deal. Blackstone had hoped to expand its
presence in the country through acquisition of Soho
China, which holds prime real estate in cities like
Beijing. But its offer had been conditional upon clear-
ance from China’s competition authorities, and the par-
ties concluded that the pre-conditions would not be
satisfied within a designated time frame, according to a
filing to the Hong Kong exchange dated Friday. Both
sides have now “agreed that the offer should not be
made,” the filing added.

Blackstone’s offer in June, at HK$5 per share, was
over 30 percent above Soho China’s closing price at
the time — and valued the property group at HK$26
billion ($3.3 billion). A June filing said Blackstone
owned “approximately 6 million square meters of prop-
erties in China”. The latest joint statement did not elab-
orate further on why the deal fell through.

But it comes as Beijing steps up a broad crackdown
on monopolistic behaviour and deals that has spooked
China’s once unassailable tech giants, with regulators
taking aim at industries from e-commerce to education.
The real estate sector has also been hit in recent weeks,
with a crackdown making it harder to raise cash and
embattled firms like real estate giant Evergrande strug-
gling to service debts. — AFP
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